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Medway Youth Hostel     1996 to present   
 
Capstone Farm, Capstone Road, Gillingham, Kent ME7 3JE  

Historic County: Kent YHA Region: South GR: TQ 781651 
 

After the opening of YHA Medway, YHA News of Spring 1997 ran a piece about how 
it came to be. Councillor Dennis Hollands from Rochester City Council described how 
the city authority had evaluated a number of different uses for the redundant farm 
buildings it owned adjacent to the Capstone Farm Country Park, less than three miles 
south-east of Chatham town centre. They opted for developing them as a youth hostel 
and had entered into a mutually attractive agreement with YHA. The hostel was 
developed at Rochester City Council’s expense, with YHA paying a small rent on a 100-

year lease while agreeing to a full repairing lease; a youth hostel here would strengthen the educational role of the 
Country Park and add much needed tourist accommodation in the area. YHA would fill a gap in its network both for 
school parties (attracted for example by the Chatham Dockyard or Rochester’s heritage) and for the increasing 
number of short break visitors to Kent from France and the Benelux countries.  
 
Previously, YHA internal minutes of 28th April 1995 had reported that the hostel would be ready for handover in 
February 1996. At the end of 1995 issue number 16 of YHA News confirmed that building work had begun on the 
new hostel at Rochester. Opening was forecast for the following June, subsequently July, and there was a cursory 
prediction of this new facility in the 1996 handbook. For the first few years the new premises were referred to as 
Rochester youth hostel; thereafter the name Medway was adopted. 
 

 
Postcard view of YHA Medway (YHA Archive) 

 
There was more detail in the Summer 1996 edition of YHA News: 

Historic Rochester  on YHA Map 
The most popular hostels in England and Wales satisfy certain criteria such as a pleasant location, interesting 
architectural features, amenities to make stays comfortable for families, groups and individuals and a host of things 
to do in the surrounding area. The brand new City of Rochester YHA, which opens on 12th July, satisfies all these 
demands, and lots more besides.  
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The YHA is housed in a restored Kentish oast house and farm buildings, while the interior has been designed with 
all the latest hostelling principles in mind. The desire to put comfort first means that Rochester will accommodate 
46 people in airy and pleasant rooms with 4 to 6 beds, and hand basins. There are plenty of showers and WCs close 
by.  
In line with YHA’s commitment to promote hostelling for the disabled, there is full wheelchair access, on-site 
parking and specially adapted washing facilities. The hostel has a full catering service and a modern dining room, 
which leads to an attractive patio, ideal for ‘al fresco’ meals in the summer. For those who prefer the more 
traditional hostelling experience there’s also a well-equipped self-catering ‘members’ kitchen’.  
 

The newly appointed warden, Chris Brown, was at Haworth and before that worked in various Peak District 
hostels after being warden at Coniston Coppermines.  
 

The City of Rochester upon Medway, to give it its full title, offers a rich tapestry of architectural styles together 
with a wonderful array of cafés, old English pubs, an antiques market, attractive shops, and the magnificent River 
Medway.  
 

The local tourist attractions, all of which are within easy reach of the hostel, include the Charles Dickens Centre, 
where visitors are transported back in time to Victorian Rochester loved by the great English novelist; the tour of 
the historic Chatham Dockyard, where ships such as HMS Victory were once built; Fort Amherst, Rochester 
Cathedral  – England’s second oldest – and Rochester Castle, complete with the country’s tallest keep.  
 

A stone’s throw from the YHA is Capstone Farm Country Park, offering families, groups and individuals a variety 
of activities with its dry ski slopes, open areas, walks, fishing lake, interpretation centre and horse riding. A hostel 
in this part of the country would not have been possible without the generous support of Rochester City Council 
which invested a great deal of time, money and patient effort into turning derelict buildings into a valuable 
addition to the YHA network. It is hoped that putting Rochester onto the YHA map will repay their generosity 
and foresight with a healthy boost to local tourism. 

   
Although 1996 was a short year of operation, 3,000 overnights were recorded and YHA Rochester was already deemed 
a successful part of YHA’s network. Despite an apparent reduction of bed numbers to 41 in 1997, the numbers staying 
grew; in 1998 it was 6,300. The returns remained steady, mainly in the higher 5,000s throughout the first decade of 
the new century, despite a nation-wide dip in 2001, the year of the Foot and Mouth outbreak.  
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YHA publicity images of interior spaces in the early years. 

1) the former lounge, today the large ground floor dormitory. The hostel’s layout was altered to increase guest accommodation; 
2) the former classroom doubled as a games room (the table tennis equipment is still made available), but was relatively little 

used. In 20.. it was converted to a new dining and comfortable seating area at the front of the ground floor; 
3&4) two of the hostel’s bedrooms with characteristic blue ‘sealed pack’ bedding from the time of opening 
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The floor plans above are dated about 2008, and probably represent little change from the opening of YHA Medway, 
except that bedrooms 13 and 14 were designed as part of a staff suite. More recently, besides accommodating the 
assistant manager or volunteer team members, they are used occasionally for guests.  
 
About 2014, possibly a year or two earlier, there were major changes to the layout to increase the capacity from 40 to 
52, a significant factor in the much increased annual overnight figures from this time. The expansion necessitated the 
conversion of the ground floor lounge into a large bedroom for seven, allowing use by group parties, families or 
disabled guests. Lounge facilities were transferred to the right-hand dining area, and this second dining space in turn 
moved to the former classroom, where there was plenty of room for meals-provided and self-catering guests at tables, 
as well as further lounge seating. The 2020 capacity remains at 52. 
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1&2: YHA Medway welcome – the YHA-built hostel entrance porch, approached by a ramp; 3: bench dedicated to Edward 

Jordan, YHA South England Chairman from 1985 to 1994; 4: hostel reception. The stairlift has since been removed as disabled 
accommodation can usually be had on the ground floor; the grey door originally led to the hostel’s lounge, but by the time of 

this photograph a new bedroom (room 15) had been created behind it ; 5&6: on either side – the twin oast house towers (the 
easternmost on the right is often obscured from view in photographs) and the purpose-built manager’s cottage to the west. The 

large car park can accommodate 20 to 30 cars and is large enough for a coach (author’s photographs, January 2014) 
 
The first manager of YHA Medway was Chris Browne, who stayed from 1996 to 2002. YHA records are incomplete 
for 2003-06, but in 2007 Margaret Davidson left and Abbie Freeman took on the post. In line with parallel 
developments elsewhere, care of the hostel was given to site manager Natalie Rundle about 2010, under the direction 
of Niki Reynolds, manager of YHA Canterbury, but reverted to full status with Natalie as manager in 2012. Piotr 
Lyjak took over in 2014-17 and Iain Wilson in 2017-18. After Ronnie Cottrell had a brief spell in charge in 2018, 
David Bohlinger became hostel manager in 2019 and is in post currently, with Iain Wilson as deputy.   
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In 2015 YHA Medway received the latest metal beds to replace the original wooden versions, while a Springboard 
renewal scheme in 2018 provided new carpets, chairs and tables, spruced-up bathrooms, redecorated bedrooms and 
cosier communal areas. New-style signage has been introduced. 
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Less commonly viewed angles at YHA Medway – 1&2: the eastern oast tower;  

3&4: round the back. YHA’s fire escape is rarely seen (author’s photographs, January 2014) 
 

Overnights – inclusive periods each year as follows 
1996-present: Mar to following Feb 

+: notional figure included for exclusive hire and/or camping 
          

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 
… … … … … … 3251 6051 6308 6233 

          

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
5967 4945 4864 5416 5190 4998 5531 5766 5666 5927 

          

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 
5919 6889+ 8165+ 9950+ 11363+ 10870+ 11382+ 10487+ 10773+ 11361+ 

          

2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 
open … … … … … … … … … 
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Modern images at YHA Medway.  

1: the hostel from Capstone Road. Note the change to frosted glass on the French windows under the original sack-hoist;  
2: bespoke cycle accommodation; 3: the lounge at the rear of the property; 4: the main meals-served dining room; 
5&6: originally the classroom / games room, this is now a secondary dining space and comfortable quiet lounge; 

7: the galley-style self-catering kitchen; 8: family bedroom at the front of the hostel (YHA publicity images)  
 

© John Martin, 2020. YHA Profiles are intended to be adaptable in the light of new materials gained by YHA Archive 


